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Essay on Railway Station for class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and words, to words essay on railway station for
school.

TTEs were also found moving with files and charts in their hands. Like a black and white movie no colour
was really visible. Some were sitting on benches and smoking or reading newspaper. Essay on Railway
Station to words The railway station presents a very interesting sight. His train arrival time was  There was
waging of hands and hand kerchiefs. The bell rings announcing that the train is due to arrive soon. Sometimes
they make a quarrel with normal passengers. At last the train comes to sight. A railway station has few
platforms where people wait for their expected trains. You will see so many various things there. As the train
arrives, there is a great rush of people. At the railway station people of different castes, creed, languages etc.
When the train arrived, there was pushing and pulling. Some other passengers are busy chatting with others at
the book-stall. Parking was full. Before coming to my cousin, there were three trains came with a huge amount
of passengers. And I will share it here today. I found lots of homeless people are living on the side of the
station and some of them are trying to sell cheap stuff to the people who are arriving there. The passengers
who got down on the platform make for the exit gate of a railway station. There are railways stations in every
city. The old wooden sleepers lay decaying, riddled with termites and millipedes. There were books,
newspapers, medicines, water bottles, soft drinks, toys, food items, fruits, playing cards, biscuits and pitchers.
Related Essay and Paragraph. Trains enter the platform; people get ready to get into them. I enjoyed the scene
You Might Also Like. Yet there was a big crowd there and great hustle and bustle. The potters ate running
about with the luggage. It is full of life and activities. It is their routine work. As the bell rings, people become
alert. Crime ratio in a railway station is a little bit high, I think. There are porters coolies to carry the luggage
of the passengers. People were speaking different languages. A huge number of people travels by train without
a ticket and there standing ticket also available for people. Some people were walking at the platform. He was
going to Calcutta by the Howrah Mail. There are also some people who do not behave in a disciplined way.
When a train arrives, lots of coolies come to collect your baggage. Many of them were selling snacks of
different types. Lots of people get down and lots of people boarded for their journey. The hawkers go about
hawking at the top of their voices to draw the attention of the passengers. Some television sets were also there
to display programmes. They throw their anxious look at the direction the train is expected to come from.


